During the limited entry period, group size is limited to a total of 6 people.

During the registration period there are no limits on group size.

Can I start my visit prior to June 10 and extend it into the limited entry period or, conversely, start my visit during the limited entry period and extend it past July 15?

Yes, however, in both cases you will need to have a limited entry permit for the period of your visit between June 10 and July 15, and also a registration permit for any time spent on either end of the limited entry period.

Will visitors permitted during the limited entry period who encounter weather delays lose time from their allotted trip?

No. Visitors prevented from accessing easement lands to start their trip because of poor weather will be allowed a permit extension. For example, a party permitted for a five-day trip between July 1-5 who, due to bad weather, were unable to access the Karluk until July 3, would be granted a two-day extension to allow them to complete the originally planned 5 day trip.

I am planning several trips to the Karluk River this year during the registration period. Do I need a new permit for each of these trips?

Yes.

I am planning on floating the Karluk River to Karluk Lagoon. Where I can camp along the river once I am downstream of the easement zone boundary?

During the limited entry period, you cannot camp along the river. However, additional permits will be needed if you wish to access and use Karluk Tribal Government land. For more information contact:

Koniag, Inc., 202 Center Avenue, Suite 201, Kodiak, Alaska 99615
(907) 486-2530

Karluk IRA Traditional Council
Box 22, Karluk, Alaska 99608
(907) 241-2218
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